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Email List Profits™

“How to Make Big Money from Email
Marketing Even if You Have a Small List”
Welcome
Hello, Brian Edmondson here, I’d like to welcome you to this special report:
Email List Profits™: “How to Make Big Money from Email Marketing Even
if You Have a Small List”.
If there is one thing you’d ever consider sending me a fine box of cigars for, it’s
the information contained in this special report.
Side Note: My go-to cigar is the Perdomo Reserve 10th Anniversary
Champagne if you’re ever so inclined!
You’ll need to put some work in, but the rewards are HUGE.
If you build a responsive email list and treat that list with respect, and help
your subscribers whenever you can, you’ll never have to worry about making
money online ever again.
It’s your golden ticket - the most valuable asset in your entire online business.
If you’re up for the challenge, read on…
Sincerely,

Brian T. Edmondson
Founder, Internet Income Coach™
Author, Email List Profits™
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Introduction
If you took away all my products, my websites, the content I’ve created, my
blog, and even my MacBook Air…
Took away everything, except for my email list, I’d be back and earning good
money within days.
That’s the power of having a responsive email list.
You know the cliches about needing a new car or to pay a surprise bill?
And all you need to do is send an email or two to your list?
Those cliches are true for anyone with a responsive email list
A while back I needed a few major repairs on my car (it’s unbelievable what
they charge; maybe I’m in the wrong business!) and a few other things; so I sent
out a couple of emails to my list - three at most for this particular promotion and was able to cover all the unexpected expenses, and then some.
I simply did a special promotion for one of my products over the course of a
few days - and the problem was solved.
All because of my responsive email list.
There’s a story of Paul McCartney saying to John Lennon before writing a
new song, “Let’s write a swimming pool!”. Of course he was referring to their
ability to just write something and generate large amounts of revenue from
that — the same is true if you have a highly responsive email list; when you
write an email you can write a swimming pool, a major home repair, nice
vacation, etc.
We could all name the people in internet marketing who are well-known for
their responsive email lists.
You’ll probably have noticed they’re also usually the people who are known for
being featured on the top leader boards for major product launches. When I
used to do a lot of affiliate promotions (which I don’t do much anymore) I
would would frequently be one of the top “super affiliates”on multiple
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leaderboards - all with a relatively very small email list compared to the other
“internet marketing gurus” I’d be up against.
The reality is you don’t have to have a huge list to have a profitable list.
If you’ve been following me since the start of my online career you may
remember when I was able to outsell a lot of “big name gurus” with list sizes of
100,000+ subscribers as an affiliate for Butterfly Marketing with a list of
only…. 1,286 subscribers!
How could someone with a list of only 1,286 subscribers outsell others with list
sizes of 100,000+? Because it’s not about how BIG your list is; it’s about how
RESPONSIVE your list is.
And in this special report I’m going to show you exactly how to do that… build
your own email list, nurture your email list, and PROFIT from your email list.
This is the most powerful thing you can do in your business and can truly
change your life forever. It’s the difference between struggling and constantly
banging your head against the wall versus having a thriving business that
provides you a lifestyle that many people want but few people achieve.

The Power of an Email List
An email list is the most valuable asset you have in your business and it’s
something that you truly own.
Make no mistake about it, there are plenty of great ways to reach your audience
on platforms like Facebook, YouTube, etc. and I absolutely recommend using
them. But the mistake you don’t want to make is to NOT build an email list and
rely solely on these platforms alone.
Let’s take a look at some examples I’ve personally seen from people relying on a
third-party platform and not focusing on building their email list…
• I’ve personally seen Adsense site marketers go from earning $100,000 a
month to zero literally overnight. Some of you reading this might have
been hit by that if you’ve been around long enough.
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• I’ve seen SEO experts watch their money sites vanish from the rankings in
days when Google does an update, never to return. They lost their traffic
and their income over a course of a Google update.
• I know someone who had a top ranked YouTube channel that got
hundreds of thousands of views a month, drive all of his traffic, and was
responsible for all of his sales. He woke up one morning to find out his
YouTube channel was shutdown and his business was destroyed
overnight.
• My business partner, Pete Genot, was making over $12,000 a month
selling supplements on Facebook® until they suddenly and unexpectedly
shut down his ad account.
I tell these online business horror stories not to scare you or prevent you from
perusing them, but rather to impress upon you the importance of building a
business asset that you fully own and have full control over — your email list.
If you have traffic on tap — an audience you can contact easily and for free —
then you have true security and freedom in your business.
And that’s why I always stress that building an email list is THE single most
important thing you should be doing in your business. And as I mentioned
earlier it’s not just about building an email list; it’s about building a highly
responsive email list so you can “write a swimming pool”.
That’s exactly what you’re going to discover in this special report.
If you follow what I’m about to share with you and built it RIGHT, then your
list will be full of people who love what you do, trust you, and will spend money
buying from you (or what you recommend) without feeling like you are
bothering them, being pushy, or being a sleazy spammer.
Not only that, they’ll feel like they’re buying from a trusted advisor and not
some internet scammer. Your refund rate will vanish to almost zero and your
repeat sales will go through the roof.
It’s all about quality.
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As I mentioned above, if you’ve been following me for any length of time you
know that I regularly outsell marketers who have lists 10 to 100 times the size
of my list.
It’s because I concentrate on quality not quantity.
And that’s what you should do as well.

Building an Email List — Do Squeeze Pages Still Work?
One of the most frequent questions I get is, “Does email marketing still work?”.
By now it’s obvious where I stand on that.
The followup question I usually get is, “Do squeeze pages still work?”.
The answer is, yes and no…
Let me explain.
The biggest mistake most marketers make is the process of putting up a
squeeze page offering a free offer that appeals to an audience that is TOO
BROAD in an attempt to get as many subscribers as possible.
That still works, but it doesn’t work as well as a more targeted approach.
Luckily for you and I, most marketers are still following methods that were
taught several years ago and then scratching their heads wondering why they’re
not getting any results when they’re following all the “best practices” that these
“online gurus” are teaching.
You’ve probably heard the saying before, “When you try to be all things to
everybody, you end of being nothing to nobody”. (I know, that’s probably not
grammatically correct, but point made).
When I first started out online I was guilty of doing the same things.
I would create squeeze pages and free offers with headlines like:
• “How Anyone Can Earn Four or Five Figures a Month In 60 Days”
You’ve probably seen similar headlines in other niches:
• “How Anyone Can Lose Weight in 30 Days”
© 2017 Brian T. Edmondson
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What’s the problem with these headlines and offers?
They’re not targeted enough, they don’t really address a specific audience or a
unique method. Again, these headlines try to appeal to everyone, and thus they
appeal to no-one.
Now don’t get me wrong, people would sign up to the email list, but the
problem is I’m ending up with a list of very different people.
People who wanted to “get rich quick” versus people who wanted to build a
real sustainable business.
People who had interest in e-commerce, versus people who wanted to make
money on eBay®, versus people who wanted to make money selling
information products online.
People who wanted to just make some extra money on the side versus people
who wanted to create a full-time business. People who wanted to just pay the
bills versus people who wanted to live “the laptop lifestyle.
You get the point.
Because the headline and the offer was so un-targeted, the people on my list
were very un-targeted; with specific interests that were all over the map.
And because they were so vastly different, most of them didn’t buy when I
released a product about setting up a business productivity system for making
$100,000 a year working only 3 hours a day. They were interested in business
productivity; they were interested in “getting rich quick”.
You can see how the same would apply with the example of the “How Anyone
Can Lose Weight in 30 Days” example.
Who would be interested in that offer and possibly sign up to be on that list?
• Men
• Women
• Teenagers
• Adults
© 2017 Brian T. Edmondson
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• Seniors
• Middle-aged women who want to lose weight and look good for a wedding
• Young men who want to get shredded with six-pack abs
• Etc.
So if I were to send an email to that list offering a product on “How Senior
Citizens Can Stay Healthy and Live Longer”, how many people on that list
would buy that product.
And more importantly…
HOW MANY PEOPLE ON THAT LIST WOULD UNSUBSCRIBE
BECAUSE THEY ARE RECEIVING AN OFFER THAT IS
COMPLETELY UNRELATED TO THEIR SPECIFIC AREA OF
INTEREST
And that my friend is one of the key reasons most people fail when it comes to
building an email list and making money with email marketing.

Make Your Free Offer Highly Related To The Products and
Services You Are Offering
So the first thing you want to do is make your free offer (lead magnet) very
specific to the product(s) you are offering and the specific audience(s) you are
serving.
So these days I make my lead magnet much more specific to the products and
audiences I’m serving so that the people who are signing up for my list will be
highly interested in the offers that I follow-up with.
Note: This doesn’t mean you can only serve one audience. You may have
products that can serve multiple audiences; but on the front-end you want to
gear the lead magnet towards that audience.
That way when you are following up with that specific email list offering your
products or services, you can tailor the message to be more specific to their
problems and the benefits they are looking for.
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Does that make sense?
And that’s what most of my products teach - the different aspects of earning
enough money online to get free from your job
So if I’m offering a lead magnet like: “5 Email Templates That Coaches and
Consultants Can Use to Grow to Double Their Practice”, I know I’m not getting
people that want to make money with e-commerce websites, Adsense®
websites, or want to get rich with real estate or SEO. The people joining my list
are coaches and consultants who want to use email marketing to grow their
business.
And it probably goes without saying that even if I did have a product on how to
grow your e-commerce business or making money on eBay®, I would NOT
send those offers to this list.
If I were offering those types of products I would create a lead magnet that
attracts that specific audience and follow up with relevant offers for that
audience.
Tip: As I mentioned earlier; it could be the same lead magnet and products I’m
offering; just targeted to the relevant audience. In the example above I could
tweak that free offer to: “5 Email Templates That e-Commerce Site Owners Can
Use to Double Their Sales”.
The key is that I’m building a targeted email list of similar people
with similar interests so that I can only send them offers that are
related to their specific area of interest.

Repel The People You Don’t Want And Attract The People
You DO Want
And here’s how to do that…
Everything you write, create, offer for free, post on Facebook®, or otherwise
should scream exactly who your offer is for (and telegraph who it’s not for).
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If you are targeting busy, working moms in the fitness market and you teach or
sell products related to that, make it obvious that this is for busy, working
moms… and no one else.
• Call out to that audience on the squeeze page.
• Call out to that audience in the title of your free report, video, etc.
• Call out to the specific audience in your emails.
• Call out to the specific market in you sales materials.
• Etc., etc.
As an example: On the sales letter for my business productivity
course I mentioned above, I specifically state on the sales letter: “This is
not a bright, shiny, tactic of the week type of product. If you are looking
to “get rich quick” then this product is not for you. If you are a serious
business owner or looking to start a real sustainable business then this
product will show you my exact system for making six-figures online
working only 3 hours a day.”
Do you see how I’m repelling the type of people who I don’t want to purchase
this product?
Side Note: You can learn more about this specific product, Six Figure
System™: How to Make $100K A Year Online Working Only 3 Hours
A Day! at: http://www.internetincomecoach.com/sixfiguresystem
Of course you’ll be limiting your audience by excluding the people who you are
not targeting; but as we pointed out above you’ll be building a highly responsive
list — a list of people who will be more inclined to buy what you offer and less
inclined to unsubscribe because you’re not making relevant offers.
You won’t be wasting time, money, energy, and effort building a list of people
who aren’t interested in what you have to offer.
What do I mean by wasting time, money, energy, and effort?
By being very specific and targeted with your offers you’ll:
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• Avoid spending money driving traffic and pay for clicks and subscribers
who won’t be interested in your offers and won’t buy.
• Avoid building a big email list (which will drive your autoresponder fees
through the roof) of people who won’t open your email, click your links, or
buy your products.
• Avoid getting spam complaints which can affect your email deliverability.
• Avoid higher refund rates from people buying products that aren’t really
targeted or specifically useful to them.
• Having a list full of people who aren’t interested will put your Aweber fees
through the roof.
Here’s another key point to consider:

Attract the Type of Subscribers You Want to Attract
You want to have people come onto your list primarily for your
INFORMATION.
You don’t want they type of people who will join your list and point out there’s a
typo on page 8 of your sales letter or in a recent email you sent.
You don’t want the type of people who will email you and complain that you
shouldn’t run a 48-hour sale because “shutting down a digital product doesn’t
make sense” or “it’s not fair to people who can’t buy right now”.
These people generally have a chip on their shoulder, are often ill-informed,
and they’re a waste of time. They also take away time you could spend helping
others who DO want your information and love the way you run your business.
And you DO want people who get in touch and say “I loved the last product I
bought from you but could you please explain why you did the XYZ strategy on
page 5?”.
These are the people who want your information. They want to know all about
it.
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They don’t care how your offer is presented or if there are a few typos here and
there.
They are focused on the value you are offering and are eager to know and learn
more, which ultimately leads to them buying the products and services you
offer.
These are the people you must focus on helping, because they will become your
repeat customers, high-ticket buyers, and coaching clients, or whatever it is
that you offer.
They want to learn. They resonate you and they want your info.
They don’t care what format it comes in or even if it’s written on the back of a
napkin.
They want your knowledge.
They’re the ones you want to attract, focus on and help.

Create The Content You Want to Create
And since they don’t care what format your information comes in, it means you
can structure your business EXACTLY as you wish!
For example I don’t like making talking head type videos despite many
marketers telling me I MUST.
My rabid buyers don’t care that I primarily produce content in the form of
special PDF reports, ebooks, and the occasional screen capture video or audio
training.
Would I get more buyers if I made more videos or podcasts?
Maybe, but I decided long ago that if I’m running a business it’ll be on my
terms and NOT how any expert or guru says it should be run.
Seems to be working out so far!
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The same is true of you, just because you see all the latest bells and whistles ;
marketing tactics, and ways of delivering content… doesn’t mean you have to be
doing that.
If potential buyers decide they DO want to learn from a video instead of my
normal delivery method which is written content, then they’ll have to go and
buy from another marketer. I don’t change what I do for anyone. The people
who buy from me know I write, and they’re happy with that.
Which is another big advantage of building a responsive list
Here’s something else you should do:

Set The “Level” Of Your List
I’m talking about deciding what level of experience or knowledge you want your
list to have when they come to you.
For some products which are more advanced, I try to repel complete newbies
and focus more on intermediate and advanced marketers.
If they buy from me I’ll help them but in everything I do I try to make it clear
that my readers will get more out of my products if they have a grasp of the
basics of online business.
Example: On many of my sales pages I’ll specifically state that anyone
purchasing the product should have a certain level of experience and that I
do not teach the basics; they should already know how to do it themselves or
be willing to outsource it.
Keep in mind that I’m not saying that you should not go after newbies in your
market. In many cases that’s the largest segment of a market and there is a lot
of profit potential reaching that market.
Just for me personally, there’s nothing more boring than teaching someone
how to set up a domain name and hosting account. Especially when there are
tutorials out there that can be freely accessed — either in the support section of
the platform being used or on YouTube.
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The technical aspects of internet marketing can be learned for free if you work
at it and are prepared to make mistakes OR outsource, in most cases, you
should be outsourcing so you can focus on the most profitable areas of working
on your business.
You don’t need a coach or mentor for that.
In fact hiring a coach or mentor to help you with that is a super expensive way
of doing it!
That doesn’t mean I’m not willing to help people with very little knowledge, if
they want to pay me $500 an hour to walk them through setting up a YouTube
account, that’s their prerogative — but I don’t recommend you do that.
So How Does This Relate To Your List?
Well in every email you send to your list you should be selling.
Even if it’s a content/teaching email you should be including a link to
SOMETHING that ultimately makes you money.
That’s the point of having your list, right?
If you’ve followed me for any length of time you know I’m all about helping
people, giving before asking for something in return, and operating a very
“non-salesy” business.
But this doesn’t mean I don’t put a related link to one of my products in every
email I send out — because I most certainly do.
The best way I can help someone is to show them what I have for sale, then
THEY can decide if they want to buy it or not.
My format is I’ll generally send an email with a useful piece of content (always
related to one of my products or services I offer); then let them know if they’d
like to learn more or dig deeper into that topic I have a resource that can help
them do just that.
The mindset is that I’m not shy about what I do and what I offer — I’m proud of
it — and if you get that same mindset settled in your head in relation to your
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email marketing, you’ll make more money than the “pitch this, sell that”
merchants that send sales messages in every email.

How To Consistently Out-Sell Your Competition
This is so simple to do, yet because most marketers who think they have an
“individual style” are actually just following the rest of the pack, this following
method is easy to win with because VERY FEW do it…
Most email marketers write to the lowest common denominator.
You know the old thing about pitching your email at the reading level of an 8th
grader?
I don’t know about you, but the last thing I want on my list is a bunch of
subscribers with the intellect of an 8th grader!
Instead, if you set the level of your own list you can meet them at the level
they’re at because very few marketers do that.
I discuss many high-level strategies, tactics, and concepts in my emails.
Not everyone will get these, but most of my list DO because I angle my emails
as though I’m speaking to equals (which I am) NOT deliberately talking down
to them or assuming they need to be spoken to like an 8th grader.
If someone spoke to you in that way in the bar or at a social gathering you’d
want to hit them (or at least get away from them as quickly as possible) — it
would feel condescending and patronizing.
So why do it in emails?
Because most email marketers haven’t set the level of their list and they’re
trying to include everyone by targeting the lowest common denominator.
It comes across as insulting to a majority of your list, and the ones who DO like
it are mostly likely at the level where they would invest in your products or
services.
Just don’t do it!
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Set the level of your list and target your emails precisely at those people and at
that level. If you’re in the Opera niche assume that the people on your list have
a decent understanding of Opera — and don’t need to have the basics explained
to them.
If you’re in the hunting niche you don’t want people coming back to you who
question the ethics of killing animals for food — you should have already
repelled those people with your squeeze pages. On the flip side if you’re in the
vegan niche you don’t want to try and convince people they should be vegan —
you want the hardcore vegans who are already sold.
Some marketers assume there aren’t enough TARGETED readers in any niche
to do this.
That’s wrong. Just try it and you’ll see.
Look at what you’re going to be selling, teaching or offering and set your list
level so that when you offer these goods, you’re offering them to the most
PERFECT people possible.
That way you won’t really have to sell.
You just have to offer your products and services then count the money.
It really is as easy as that if you do a little pre-planning with your list.
It also means that you won’t have your time taken up by the “How do I create a
Paypal button on my page?” type questions that eat up your time and energy,
because those subscribers will have been repelled in the early stages.
And if some DID get through, they’ll quickly unsubscribe because they won’t
understand the level you’ve set your emails at. It’ll just be over their heads.

You Must Be Consistent From Day One
My brand is all about creating passive income online from your expertise.
That’s my BRAND.
But my TONE is different.
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My TONE is about how I sell, create online systems, etc. — it’s not about how to
“get rich quick”.
So my tone is (hopefully) one of being honest, simple, down to earth and
genuine.
That’s the way I’ve been since the very early days when I tried the usual
marketing hype crap:
I’m sure you could rattle off a hundred of these dodgy sales emails and
gimmicks that I’m referencing. I tried them in the very early days and firstly
they just don’t work, and secondly they make you look like every other
marketer just screaming for attention.
Since then I’ve concentrated on honesty, simplicity and being straight with my
readers.
So your message and your tone must:
1. Fit your brand
2. Be consistent.
You can’t be an honest “marketers friend” one day and then promote junk or
the product of the week to your list the next because it won’t work.
Your list will stop believing you — and once they stop believing you all is lost.
Sure you’ll make mistakes — I have — but come clean about it and you’ll be
fine.
For example: if you’re sending out a promo to get your offer inside
another marketer’s launch funnel then TELL your list that you’re doing
it.
“Listen up. I struck a deal with XXX to get my ad inside a brand new
launch funnel which will get me a LOT of new subscribers. In return I
said I’d mention his product (which I believe to be excellent) to you.
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If you have a look at it and decide it’s something that can help your
business, as a bonus I’ll include the exact email approach I used to
secure the funnel deal in the first place.”
It’s all about honesty and transparency.
Your list will understand (and probably be interested) that you need to strike
deals and do other things as part of your business. So tell them!
It can be profitable also — as well as telling my readers about the things I do
behind the scenes, I offer it as products, bonuses,

Segment Your List and They Will Buy
Find a way to segment your email list; your free subscribers by how they got
onto your list and your buyers based on what products they purchased.
I personally use:
• AWeber for email marketing.
• ThriveCart for shopping cart, orders bumps, and upsells.
• Stripe and PayPal to process payments.
You can use Clickfunnels, Infusionsoft, GetResponse, or any other popular
program to handle all the tech and automation. Zapier is GREAT for integrating
loads of different platforms.
The key point is you want to segment your buyers and your subscribers, and
THEN segment the buyers based on what they buy.
Why?
Because once you do this, you can send offers that are even more precisely
targeted based on their interests.
If someone has bought (for example) your $97 course on Facebook®
advertising, you can target those buyers and tell them you’re running a special
4-week Micro Coaching Course™ to teach advanced Facebook advertising
strategies for $997.
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Side Note: You can learn more about creating high-ticket Micro
Coaching Courses™ at: http://www.internetincomecoach.com/
microcoachingcourse
Your conversion rate is much more likely to go through the roof than if you
offer it to everyone on your list and you’ll get less unsubscribes with this
targeted email.
More than that, if you segment your list get people who already KNOW how
Facebook® marketing works, you won’t need to waste extra time having to
explain to newbies who’ve just paid you $997 how to set up a Facebook®
business page.
Because getting a high-ticket client at the wrong level is just a waste of their
money and your (and your other client’s) time.
I see this problem with many of my coaching clients too. They’ll be trying to sell
something —affiliate marketing for example — and they’ll talk about different
products for beginner affiliate marketers, affiliate marketing for advanced
people, affiliate marketing for intermediate people.
And it doesn’t work — I tell them they’re trying to target everybody and that
simply won’t work. Choose one and get good at it.
As the saying goes, if you try to ride two horses you fall off both. Learn to ride
one and to do it well.

How to Build Your Email List With A Simple Squeeze Page
You might be thinking right now, “But you haven’t mentioned how to actually
build a list yet.”
Actually I have…
I’ve already given you quite a bit of info about how you should set the level of
your list, who you want to repel or attract onto your list, and how everything
you do should scream out who you are, what you do, and who you serve.
The best way to get email subscribers onto your list is via a squeeze page.
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Let’s take a look at an example of one of my squeeze pages; then quickly talk
about what makes it work so well.

This is a short form squeeze page that converts very well, regardless of the
niche and offer.
Here are the key points you should note:
• Let’s start with the headline: Free Internet Profit Report for The
Balance Visitors Finally Reveals…
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‣ Free (one of the most powerful words in marketing)
‣ Internet Profit Report (tell them what they’re getting — give it a unique
name)
‣ for The Balance Visitors (call out to the audience who is seeing this)
‣ Finally Reveals… (again, more power words)
• Sub-headline: The Fastest, Easiest, Most Profitable Ways to Get More
Traffic and Make Money Online
‣ Lead with the big benefit; what will they get from the free offer
• Bullet Points: have some additional bullets with benefits
• Image: have a graphic image to represent your free offer to increase
conversions
• Opt-in Form: First Name and Email Address
‣ The less you ask for, the higher the response rate; ask for email only or
first name at the most; you don’t need their last name or other detailed
info at this stage
• Company Logo and Credibility Logos: use your picture or logo for
branding and any credibility logos if available for credibility
The difference between your subscriber having low expectations — and high
expectations, is the difference between generating a low quality subscriber –
and a high quality subscriber from our first point of contact. Give great content
at the level of the subscriber you want!
Your free offer should give away great information for free, and lets the reader
take the next step if they want more (i.e. investing in your products or services).

Your Strategy For Building A Super-Responsive Email List
Now that we’ve covered the “higher-level” strategy, let’s break this down into a
step-by-step system you can use to start from scratch and repeat this on an
ongoing basis.
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1. Decide On The Narrow Audience You Are Going To Target.
This is the single-biggest thing that most marketers do WRONG — going to
wide. But if you DO it, it will basically REMOVE any indecision about what
products you should create or what you should promote to your list…
…because everything you do will be geared up, aimed at, and PERFECT for
your list.
I focus on people who want to create passive income streams online by selling
their expertise. They want simplicity and they want to be able to make enough
money to eventually have a full-time business (if they don’t already).
Every product I create or promote is aimed at that group of people.
And I don’t really have to sell anymore, I just let them know when a product
that suits them is available and watch the sales come in.
Even better, I’m genuinely helping them at the same time and don’t ever have
to sell them on a product that they don’t need. I sleep well at night!
2. Become An Expert In The Subject You’re Selling.
Because you’re selling to a very narrow audience of people (work-at-home
moms, parents who homeschool, golfers, etc.) you can become an expert very
quickly (if you aren’t already) by reading everything you need to know and
joining every group and forum you can find.
Get on other people’s lists, buy their products, study their materials, their
marketing, etc. Fully immerse yourself in the market — it happens by osmosis
almost, especially if you’re interested in it.
Become an expert in the things your list wants/need to know (if you aren’t
already).
Which is another reason to go into a niche or subject area you’re interested in.
How great to be immersed in your hobby or area of interest all day, full-time for
a living?
3. Sell Without Selling.
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There’s an easy way to do this.
If you’re targeting a narrow group of people you’re halfway there as discussed
above, but there’s an addition you can make that will seal the deal:
Entertain them.
Don’t just include content in your emails. Even if it’s highly relative to your
market, sending dry, boring content emails every week (and you should be
emailing your list at LEAST once a week) is going to bore the pants off your list.
If you notice, even when I’m sending a content based email, I tie it back into a
personal story from my life, something related to popular culture, tied into a
current hot topic in the news, etc.
Why do I do this?
Because people respond to it.
Forget experts who say you won’t be taken seriously if you wander ‘off topic’ or
that you must always speak from an “authoritative, formal, and “professional”
tone.
It’s simply not true.
People read newspapers, watch TV and browse the internet not just for
information; but also for entertainment.
We’re human beings and have been telling jokes, shocking stories and,
entertaining each other since long before Chaucer or Shakespeare, and nothing
has changed today.
People want to get to know you personally, not just professionally; and they’re
more likely to do business with people they know, like, and trust.
Don’t get me wrong — you MUST educate and inform as well. You want to help
people but add in some personality, tell stories, make it interesting and watch
the results — they’ll speak for themselves.
If you’ve been on my list for any length of time you’ll know I’ve done this for
years. I wouldn’t have done it for so long if it didn’t work well, period!
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Luckily most email marketers have no idea that this works or don’t have the
guts to try it. They usually make one of these two biggest mistakes when it
comes to email marketing:
1. They send content only and never sell anything (a surefire way to never
make any money).
2. They send nothing but pitch, after pitch, after pitch (a way to make
some money in the short run but get a bunch of unsubscribes and
eventually go out of business).
You can send regular emails, provide great content, put some personality into
it, and even sell in every email; your subscribers will love it and your bank
account will thank you.
4. Create An Email Marketing Schedule.
I used to do this extensively when I first realized the power of email marketing.
I still do it but it’s very gut-feel based now.
Here’s how to do it.
Just keep a schedule of WHAT you’re going to mail on every week.
For example:
• Monday — send an email with your content / article.
• Wednesday — follow up with a specific product or service
recommendation related to Tuesday’s article (your product or an affiliate
product)
• Friday — follow up with your list and ask if they have any questions
they’d like to ask related to your weekly email / product
recommendation
This is just one example of many different ways you could to this; they key is
you have a system in place where you know exactly how many emails you’ll
send, what days you’ll send them on, and what you’ll say in those emails.
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Again, I recommend sending at least one email a week; in the example above
you can see how you can turn that one email a week into three emails — that all
deliver value and allow you to connect with your list.
Some of the most successful email marketers send emails every single day!
Remember you should include a link to click and a product or service to buy in
every email you send, but the way you WRAP your offer must be entertaining.
5. My Trick For Getting That “Personal” Feel.
This is easy but WOW it’s powerful.
To get the personal feel that I (think) I have in my emails, you just need to find
yourself a “Pete”.
This can be a real person you know or a made-up character of the ideal person
you wish to target.
And when you write your emails, FORGET that you’re writing it to a 100
person, 1,000 person, or 10,000+ person list. Just imagine you are writing a
personal 1-1 email to Pete (or whoever your “Pete” is).
Dump any formal language you might use because it won’t seem natural.
Have you seen crime witnesses interviewed by TV reports and they’ll say, “And
then we saw the suspect proceeding northwards in a suspicious manner after
the offense took place”.
Who the speaks like that in real life?
It’s because they’re in front of a camera and feel they should be super formal.
I think the same is true of email marketers; they’re writing to a list of X number
of people and feel they need to be formal.
Most email marketers turn into formal (boring) writers when it comes to
sending emails. If you don’t fall into the trap you instantly gain an advantage.
Remember, the #1 sin in email marketing (or any marketing for that matter) is
to be boring.
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6. Sell In Every Email.
How does this help your list to be responsive?
Because if you get your entertainment and content levels right, they won’t care
that there’s a sales link in every email.
What they don’t like, and what you don’t like, and I certainly don’t like, are
blatant pitches in every email.
As long as you’re building relationships with people, and your emails are
interesting, engaging and entertaining, they’ll come to expect a sales link in
every email and it won’t be a problem.
This is really about “conditioning” your list on what to expect.
Case Study: Think about buying a large Coke® at a movie theater vs a
7-11®, Wawa®, or whatever your convenience store of choice is.
When you walk into a movie theater and order a large Coke®, you expect
to pay some type of ridiculous price; $5, $6, or $7 last time I checked. You
may not be happy about it, but the movie theater has conditioned you
into expecting it.
Now imagine you walked into your local convenience store and brought
your large Coke® to the counter and the clerk said, “That’ll be $5.99
please”. You’d be completely outraged at that. Why? Because the local
convenience store has conditioned you into expecting to pay just 99 cents
for the same product the movie theater sells for $5 or more.
The reality is that you have the same choice when it comes to
conditioning your email list. Do you want them to get upset and
unsubscribe whenever you make an offer or do you want them to accept
that an offer in every email is just par for the course?
Here’s the reality:
Content is everywhere these days, and it’s free.
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But paid content — the act of BUYING information — is what motivates people
to take action. You pay for an info product, you value it, and hopefully ACT on
it.
Your list understands this more than you think they do — and they WANT to
see your offers. It won’t bug them - that’s WHY they’re on your list, so they can
invest in what you have to offer and get the results you can help them achieve.
Besides, not every email you send is going to be opened by every person on your
list every time. Nowhere near that in fact.
Even your rabid fans don’t open every email they get from you.
That’s just the way it is.
So think about this — if you don’t put a link to your product in every email you
send, then quite simply that’s an email where you just lost a potential sale.
The trick is to engage and entertain – and then subtly promote your product
with a little blurb at the end of the email.
In many cases you may have seen that I don’t mention any product until I come
to the P.S. section of the email. That works extremely well.
As long as you’re emailing often, and engaging your subscribers, they certainly
won’t mind you putting a link to your product in every email.
And if they do, and if they unsubscribe, so what?
There’s no point in marketing to people who don’t want to buy your products
anyways. Remember, if these non-buyers stay on your list then you’ll pay
higher fees for your autoresponder service, you’ll have lower deliverability, and
more spam complaints.
They’re actually doing you a favor by unsubscribing.
I can say this enough, but one more time: Put a link in to a product in every
single email you send.
7. The Content And The Offer Don’t Have To Be Connected.
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It’s always nice if you can tie the content into an offer that is directly related in
every email you send; but sometimes it’s just not possible to do; and that’s
okay.
I’ve successfully sent a content related email then promoted a product that is
completely unrelated.
It’s all about getting their attention then redirecting that attention onto your
product.
It doesn’t have to be related at all, although you can link ANY content to ANY
offer using phrases such as:
• “And speaking of interesting items…”
• “Now here’s another thing you might be interested in…”
They’re clunky but as your experience grows you’ll find connector words and
phrases of your own that really work and your list gets used to.
Bottom line: Grab their attention then redirect it to your offer.
8. Getting Unsubscribes Is A Good Thing!
You just have to look at your OWN reactions to unsubscribing.
What do you do if you’re subscribed to a marketer who’s emails are so boring,
you fall asleep just trying to get to get through it?
You unsubscribe of course.
So why wouldn’t you expect your OWN subscribers to do the same if you’re not
keeping your eye on the ball?
The second reason is more productive:
It’s WORKING!
Your attraction/repulsion machine (discussed earlier) should be constantly
switched on. This means you’ll resonate with many people on your list with
every email you send, but you’ll also REPELL those who don’t understand or
like your message.
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So getting unsubscribes is a healthy sign that this is happening.
I constantly get emails from people who don’t like that I use use the occasional
swear word, use politics to illustrate a point, or call out people on their B.S.
I usually ignore these and smile. Because I’m being true to myself.
Trust me, if you meet me at the cigar bar for a martini I’m not going to
suddenly turn into a politically correct model citizen who is walking on egg
shells.
Likewise if you ever read an email from a marketer apologizing for saying
something in a previous email then keep a wary eye on them (unless it’s a sales
device) because the chances are they responding to a complaint or two.
And that means they’re not confident in what they do or think.
I don’t want to learn from someone like that. Do you?
They’re pleasers. And that means they’re more likely to be saying what they
think people want to hear, NOT what they should be saying, which is the truth.
You will also get unsubscribes because they don’t like YOU.
This is possibly the hardest one to take when you start marketing. But you
already know not everyone you meet in life will like you, so why should you
think it will be any different online.
They wouldn’t have bought from you anyway. That’s the cliche you hear from
the experts right?
But they never tell you WHY they wouldn’t have bought from you.
Here’s why:
Because they won’t buy FROM you until they buy YOU.
And you don’t buy from people you don’t like or respect.
This is just another reason for being the TRUE YOU in your email marketing.
Which brings us on to the next point…
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9. Stop Being Professional - Get Casual.
The next biggest reason for people unsubscribing from my list is calling me
‘unprofessional’. They think typos, bad language, lack of ‘proper’ photographs
of me and the like mean I’m unprofessional.
I once had an argument with an old style guru, (who in his defense was a
completely out of touch with how things are done today and couldn’t really
help himself)…
He said that you have to have a formal newsletter, with a proper layout,
professional graphics, etc., etc.
In short, and I can’t stress this enough; making things more formal and
“professional” and taking out personality and “realness” out email marketing is
counter productive.
In short, and especially in you’re in the IM niche, ‘slick’ feels mucky.
If I watch a video of someone in a suit sitting in front of a formal set or green
screen using language that is not natural I immediately feel like I’m
disconnected from this person and just trying to be sold something.
If you look at the videos that are working today, they are ‘bootstrap” type videos
of people walking around in their natural environment just having a
conversation like they’re talking to a friend.
That’s how you want your emails to come across.
When the head of Apple® and Facebook® (just to name two) speak and dress
informally (jeans and a t-shirt) you have to wonder why “professionals” still
need to be super slick.
Sure your behind the scenes SYSTEMS and FUNNELS should be professional,
but I honestly believe that your persona and delivery (unless you’re in the
funeral industry), simply CANNOT be too formal or appear too professional
because it actively works against you when it comes to resonating with your list.
In email marketing terms this means making your emails casual and friendly.
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I realize that there will be a learning curve with some people, but you have to
get your personality across in your emails if you really want to succeed.
10. ALWAYS Keep A Swipe File.
I’ve made tens of thousands of dollars — probably more like hundreds of
thousands — from both:
• Repurposing my own emails that I’ve sent years ago.
• Modeling new emails after other marketer’s emails I’ve kept in a swipe
file.
Once you’ve written a good email, you can use it time and time again.
Whatever offer you use in your P.S. after a GOOD email will convert better
because you’re diverting all the positive, feel-good energy into your offer link.
You can send the same email to your list multiple times a year and it’ll still be
effective because:
1. You always have new people coming onto your list who haven’t seen it
before.
2. Not everyone opens all your emails, so they may not have seen it before.
3. Even if they did see it; they probably forgot about it and it’s all new
again.
Keep your own swipe files of your most successful emails and keep a swipe file
of other marketer’s emails that you like to model after and test with your own
list.
11. ASK Them To Get In Touch.
This one simple thing has made a HUGE difference to my business.
If you look at some of the emails I send to my list, I’ll simply ask a question and
ask for them to reply with a response if they want to learn more, have a
questions, etc.
——————————
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Example: Subject Line — What shopping cart do you use?
Hey it’s Brian here with a quick question…
I’m wondering what shopping cart you use for your business?
If you already use a shopping cart and are happy with it, reply to this
email and let me know. I always like to hear what’s working for others in
their business.
If you’re not happy with your current shopping cart or not using one and
want to know what I personally use and recommend reply to this email
and I’ll be happy to share.
- Brian
——————————
Look at the power of a simple email list this.
First, it’s creating a personal relationship. For the people who do respond and
engage I get to create a more intimate relationship with them. And for the ones
who don’t respond, they see that I’m a real person who is willing to engage.
Second, I get a lot of market research — finding out what products and services
(in this case shopping carts) my market is currently using; which can be useful
in content creation, marketing promotion, etc.
Finally, I get to personally make a recommendation and a sale (affiliate sale in
this case) for people who respond. This is one of the most powerful ways to
generate sales for any products or services you may be offering.
The thing of course is you have to DO the replying that you promise, but since
this builds a relationship with your list it’s no major hassle.
It’s also suspected that when the big email companies (like Google®) see that
people are opening, writing to, and getting reply’s from your email address; it
can increase the overall deliverability of your emails… which is a great thing!

Conclusion
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So there you have it!
A surefire way for you to build a super-responsive list and increase your sales
from your own email list starting right now.
Take this information, use it, and watch your business go to the next level.
To your email marketing success,

Brian T. Edmondson
Founder, Internet Income Coach™
Author, Email List Profits™
P.S. I know we covered a lot in this special report and some of these new
strategies and tactics you learned will take some time to get used to.
The one thing you can do starting right away with your next email is to use Tip
#11: Ask Them To Get In Touch. Model your next email after that and watch the
responses come in… it’s truly eye opening.
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